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Subject: Petition 1433/2009 by Hans Molter (German), on alleged breach by Germany 
of Directive 2000/78/EC (equal treatment in employment and occupation and 
ECJ ruling 93/71 (vertical direct effects of Regulations/Directives)

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner explains that according to German civil service law, promotion of civil servants 
is only possible if a budgetary post at the appropriate level is available. However, German 
civil servants can be obliged to perform duties related to a higher level of remuneration than 
they receive. In the eye of the petitioner this constitutes a breach of Directive 2000/78/EC. 
The German authorities should not be allowed to hide behind their national laws; ECJ ruling 
93/71 established the supremacy of EU law over national law. The petitioner asks for a 
definitive ruling from the EU on this issue.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 14 January 2010. Information requested from Commission under Rule 
202(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 25 March 2010.

The petitioner is unsatisfied with the fact that under German civil service law, promotion of 
civil servants is only allowed if a budgetary post at the appropriate level is available. 
Nevertheless, German civil servants can be temporarily obliged to perform duties related to a 
higher post. This does not create an obligation towards the public employer to promote this 
person, even if the duties at the higher level are performed for a long time. However, in the 
petitioner's view workers in private companies can be promoted much more easily. 
According to the petitioner these facts constitute a breach of Directive 2000/78/EC. In his 
view, the German authorities should not be allowed to hide behind their national laws, as ECJ 
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ruling 93/71 established the supremacy of EU law over national law. He took his case to court 
but his claim was rejected in both first and second instance administrative court. 

Analysis of the petition in the light of EU legislation

Directive 2000/78/EC of 27 November 2000 establishing a general framework for equal 
treatment in employment and occupation, prohibits any direct or indirect discrimination based 
on religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation. Furthermore, directive 2000/43 
protects against discrimination on grounds of race or of ethnical origin.

The aspects which the petitioner refers to as potentially discriminatory are not covered by this 
Directive.

Firstly, the petitioner complains about discrimination via different rules for promotions 
applying to private workers and officials in state public service. This sort of discrimination is 
however not covered by EU law.

Secondly, there is no EU legislation as regards the rules for promotions in public service. The 
provisions on equal pay for equivalent or equal work are not applicable here. This principle 
applies to differences in pay between women and men. In this case, however, female and male 
officials are treated in the same way, as neither group has a right to be promoted if they 
perform duties related to a higher function or post.

Thirdly, also insofar as the petitioner refers to the principle that a Member State may not 
refuse to apply EU law on grounds of insufficient budget, EU legislation or principles do not 
apply. As there is no obligation under EU law to promote civil servants performing duties of a 
higher post, the Member State is free to use budgetary justifications for not promoting a civil 
servant.

Conclusion

Based on the facts presented by the petitioner, the problems can be dealt with only at the 
national level. EU legislation has no impact on these problems.


